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Salon Seudun Puhelin buys turnkey IPTV system from Hibox Systems
Salon Seudun Puhelin, a telecommunications company in Finland, has bought a complete IPTV
system including all software and hardware from Hibox Systems.
”We are strongly committed to the development of fibre networks and to the development of services
for these networks. The Hibox IPTV solution supports our objective to offer our customers modern and
competitive services of high quality. The solution also satisfies our development needs in the future.
We are going to launch the service to our fibre network customer early this fall.”, says Janne
Tikkanen, the service offering manager at Salon Seudun Puhelin.
”Due to good cooperation within the Anvia group Hibox is able to offer highly competitive prices also
on hardware. Hibox's flexible IPTV middleware in combination with powerful servers from IBM and
set-top boxes from Motorola offer a complete IPTV solution, which could be taken into use in less
than 6 weeks”, says Andreas Öhman, CTO at Hibox.
With the IPTV-solution from Hibox the television is transformed into a multimedia centre. The user
can choose to record TV programs either via a set-top-box or a web-based user interface on their PC.
Additionally, the user can watch movies, read their e-mail, surf the Internet and play games on the
TV. In order to be able to use the service a broadband connection of a minimum of 8 Mbit/s is
required.

About Salon Seudun Puhelin
Salon Seudun Puhelin Ltd produces customer centric telecommunication solutions and maintains
telecommunication networks. Customers of SSP are both private persons, companies, associations
and other operators. The company resides within the Salo and Loimaa districts. SSP is owned by its
customers and together with 27 other telecommunication companies it forms the national Finnet
group.
About Hibox Systems
Hibox Systems Ltd is a Finnish company, which offers advanced interactive information and
entertainment solutions for the hospitality industry as well as IPTV solutions for broadband
providers. The company is partly owned by the Anvia Group, the market leader of
telecommunications in Ostrobothnia, Finland.

